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Abstract—Usability evaluation is a process that accesses any 

system or application functions and user experience on it. Many 

usability evaluation models available to conduct the usability 

evaluation with the users. Deaf user is usually isolated when 

concerning on mobile application since they are disabled. 

However, many mobile applications are available to cater this 

community which is left unused due to bad user experience 

towards the applications. The usability evaluation model for the 

deaf people mobile application is developed to address the needs 

of deaf people requirement for better user experience in any 

application. This paper presents empirical findings of validating 

the model developed through usability evaluation conducted on 

a selected mobile application for the deaf. The result shows that 

the developed model is useful to evaluate and reliable for data 

collection.  

 

Index Terms—Deaf People; Mobile Application; Usability 

Evaluation Model; Validation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Usability evaluation is a process to access the user experience 

and system performance over any system application that 

provides service to users. Through usability evaluation, it is 

able to identify the issue regarding the usability of any system 

or application [1]. Many usability evaluation models have 

been developed and used in many system and application 

evaluation for many years. Most commonly used usability 

evaluation model is already in use. Models such as Nielsen 

[2], ISO 9241-11 [3] and QUIM [4] are to name few usability 

models being referred for usability evaluation for many years. 

However, for mobile application, only a few models are being 

proposed. Hussain [5] have introduced mGQM which involve 

application evaluation that based on GQM model. Besides 

that, Harrison et al [6] have proposed another model for 

usability evaluation for mobile application by a combination 

of ISO 9241-11 [3] with cognitive load. However, these 

models are focused on mobile application in general and none 

are available to evaluate any mobile application that is 

developed for specific users with specific needs.  

A mobile application developed for the deaf people are 

commonly left underutilized and this usually leads to the 

wastage of cost and energy being through for development of 

this application [13]. This is because many applications are 

unable to fulfil the deaf user requirement and low user 

experience are recorded for the mobile applications [7, 8]. 

General usability model is unable to identify specific 

requirements needed by the deaf people that left the mobile 

application are not able to identify the issues occurs in this 

mobile application when actual user experiencing the 

application. 

A mobile application developed for special people 

normally designed to cater the need of the specific 

requirements of these people. However, some application 

tends to ignore these issues and this could not be identified 

when the application is evaluated with common models. This 

study purpose on evaluating a usability evaluation model that 

has been developed specifically to cater deaf people mobile 

application. The model consists of six (6) usability 

dimensions to be measured with the deaf user which relates 

to the requirements of the deaf people. This paper presents 

the empirical findings to validate the developed usability 

evaluation model for the deaf mobile application. Section two 

describes the developed usability evaluation model. Section 

three and four discuss the findings of the evaluation and 

analysis in validating the developed model while section five 

concludes the paper.   

II. USABILITY EVALUATION MODEL FOR DEAF MOBILE 

APPLICATIONS 

Development of the usability evaluation model for the deaf 

mobile application started with Systematic Literature Review 

(SLR) process where articles related to the domain were 

collected and analyzed intensively to identify measurements 

that are appropriate [9]. Through SLR, usability models 

available are explored to identify these measurements and 

found that none are available for specific disability 

application. Thus, requirements were gathered from some 

sample of deaf people to identify the needs of an application 

and measurement for the usability model for the deaf mobile 

application are being identified intensely.  

Through this requirement gathering process, deaf people 

needs for mobile application are identified and captured the 

most useful and related measurements to be used in the 

model. The purpose of both SLR and requirement gatherings 

process id to list most appropriate usability measurement for 

the deaf mobile application usability evaluation. The outcome 

of these two processes results in the developed model. The 

model consists of six (6) dimensions, () criteria’s and () 

metrics that can be used in a mobile application for deaf 

evaluation and usability issue identification. The developed 

model was then have been reviewed for the applicability of it 

in the real environment through expert review process [10].  

 

III. MODEL VALIDATION 

 

This section explains the results of the usability model 

validation conducted with the sample user who is deaf and an 
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expert mobile application user. Statistical analysis conducted 

for the validation of the developed model.  

 

A. Application Selection 

The actual evaluation of the deaf mobile application was 

conducted among selected participants at Malaysia 

Federation for Deaf (MFD), Selangor. For this evaluation, 

DeafWorld application was selected. The main objective of 

the application was to provide a social media platform for the 

deaf people community around the world. Through this 

application, deaf people around the world are connected and 

enable to share their daily video and comments with other 

deaf people. Participants were given a total of seven (7) tasks 

to fulfil while using this mobile application and data were 

collected. Two types of data were collected namely objective 

data to identify system performance and subjective data to 

measure user experience with the mobile application.  

During the evaluation, user’s activities were recorded and 

captured the mobile screens for further analysis for the 

validation. Time is recorded as participant starts the task and 

stopped when participant finished all the task given. 

Participants were then given set of mobile application feature 

satisfaction form to be evaluated which was developed with 

the subjective measurement from the developed model. 

Participants were allowed to comment throughout the 

evaluation process being conducted and their responses were 

observed and recorded.  

 

B. Participants 

Participants were gathered from MFD, Selangor through 

convenience sampling method. Convenience sampling means 

the participants are commonly involved or identified 

randomly [11]. All the participant is from MFD workers and 

students. Participants are actual deaf people who use the 

mobile application for more than three (3) years. Total of 20 

participants was gathered at MFD, Selangor. Out of 20 

participants, 45% were male and the rest are females. Among 

these 20 participants, a total of 52% is from Malay ethics, 

40% Chinese while 8% are Indians. This detail is shown in 

the graphical form of Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1: Percentage of participants by gender  

 

Figure 2: Percentage of participants by race  

Participants were followed by two (2) translator in each 

session. The translators have been a great help in conducting 

this evaluation since the participants are deaf people and 

researchers are not well versed in the sign language. Thus, the 

researcher made sure all the information given to participants 

are translated slowly by the translator and the task can only 

be started once the participant agreed and ready.  

 

 

Figure 3: Participants was briefed by translator  

Total of seven tasks was given to the participants to 

conduct the evaluation. However, before the evaluation starts, 

researchers ensure that all the participant is agreed to be 

recorded on their activity and the task starts once receiving 

acknowledgement that was translated through the translator. 

  

IV. APPLICATION ANALYSIS 

 

Analysis of the mobile application evaluation was 

conducted with the implementation of the tasks and data 

collected were analyzed. Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) software tool used to analyse all the data 

collected. Collected data were then analyzed into three (3); 

task completion rate, total error rate and time to complete the 

task for all the objective data collected while finally 

satisfaction rating was also calculated in terms of identifying 

the level of participant satisfaction of using the mobile 

application.  

 

A. Task Completion Rate 

Task completion rate is one of the important measures in 

assessing the system or application performance [12]. The 

data for task completion rate were collected through objective 

data metrics that were pre-defined in the developed model. 

The data collected were either the task was successfully 

conducted by the participant or failed to complete. Each task 

completion rate was recorded by the researcher. 
 

Table 1 

Task Completion Rate 

 

Task Status No of participant Percentage (%) 

Task 1 Success 10 50 

Failure 10 50 
Task 2 Success 20 100 

Failure 0 0 

Task 3 Success 19 95 
Failure 1 5 

Task 4 Success 0 0 

Failure 20 100 
Task 5 Success 20 100 

Failure 0 0 

Task 6 Success 20 100 
Failure 0 0 

Task 7 Success 5 25 

Failure 15 75 
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Table 1 shows the task completion rate by all the 

participants for all 7 tasks which are given during the 

evaluation. All the task was having completion rate except for 

Task 4 where none of the participants is able to find the menu 

for the named task. This ends with task failure for all the 

participants and was not included in the Table 1. Overall, all 

the task was able completed by the at least 50% of participant 

except Task 4 which is a total failure and Task 7 which only 

25% were able to complete the task. This shows Task 4 and 

Task 7 having some functional difficulty that needs to be 

identified by the researcher. Since the rate of the failure is 

high for both the task, it might lead to dropped on the 

satisfaction level of participant and may cause discontinuity 

of using the application.  

 

 

Figure 4: Successful completion rate percentage by task  

B. Total Error Rate 

The total error rate was another measure that needs to be 

counted in understanding how easy an application is to be 

used. This measure in the developed model calculated on a 

number of mistakes made by the deaf during each task and 

recorded. Through this, task difficulty is also able to be 

identified and issues related to usability of the application can 

be easily identified by the practitioners.  
 

Table 2 
Total Error Rate 

 

Task Total No of Error Mean 

Task 1 101 5.05 
Task 2 56 2.80 

Task 3 56 2.80 

Task 4 55 2.75 
Task 5 86 4.30 

Task 6 14 0.70 

Task 7 64 3.20 

 

Table 2 shows the average of each task error rate by the 

participant. Task 1 recorded to have the highest number of 

error made by the participants with an average of 5.05 each 

participant. This shows the navigational structure of the task 

is rather confusing the participants and difficult to be used. 

While Task 6 recorded to have a lesser error made by the 

participants. This correlates with the task completion rate 

whereas all the participant has successfully completed the 

task. This shows the task is easy and straightforward for the 

deaf user to understand and completes.    

 

C. Time to Complete Task 

Time to complete the task is another important measure of 

the system or the application efficiency in the developed 

model whereas the total time to complete the task were 

calculated. These measures counted from the time a task 

started by the participants and ends with the time they 

completed each task. This will measure how much time is 

spent on each task by the participant to identify how easy an 

application to be used by the deaf participants.  

 
Table 3 

Time to Complete Task 
 

Task Mean Time Std Dev. Min Time Max Time 

Task 1 1.61 1.75 0.00 6.81 

Task 2 0.76 0.53 0.12 2.15 
Task 3 0.72 0.46 0.04 1.87 

Task 4 0.29 0.25 0.10 0.96 

Task 5 0.65 0.42 0.11 0.16 
Task 6 0.11 0.18 0.01 0.70 

Task 7 0.47 0.45 0.05 1.49 

 

Table 3 shows the total time spent on each task by the 

participants. Task 1 shows the highest time recorded to 

complete with 6.81 minutes maximum time has been taken 

by participants. This shows the level of difficulty in the task. 

Besides that, the average time between task is 0.11 seconds 

until 1.61 minutes taken by each participant shows difficulty 

in some task which leads to an incomplete rate of the task. 

This is considered important usability issues. Users 

commonly looking for an easy and straightforward 

application to be used. Thus, lesser the time taken to complete 

task shows easier the application to be used.  

However, as for this application, it is recorded some tasks 

taken more than a minute to complete which is considered 

long. Though so, it is also depending on the task difficulty 

level and other external factors that might lead to this time 

such as mobile phone specification that is old which is not 

compatible with the application or the connection of Internet 

if the task needs to complete it. Thus, these factors also need 

to be considered for each task time. 

Many participants struggle in completing Task 1 and after 

considering the external factors, it is known that this is caused 

by the application itself. The application is having issues in 

handling big video to be uploaded and restricted to low-

quality video. Thus, when participant trying to upload high-

quality video time taken to complete the task become longer 

than usual as reported. This issue should be resolved so that 

participants are not distracted by these errors during usage of 

the application since current mobile phones is preset to high-

quality videos nowadays. Mobile application should be 

reliable to accept any quality of video into their application to 

ensure satisfaction of user is considered.  

 

D. Satisfaction Score 

The satisfaction score for the application was evaluated 

with the measurement of subjective metrics defined in the 

developed model. Figure 5 shows the satisfaction level 

achieved in the application.  

The overall level of satisfaction was obtained from a 

questionnaire provided to participants after the task was 

completed. It was divided by three to categorize the level of 

satisfaction of the user towards usage of the application into 

low satisfaction, moderate satisfaction and high satisfaction. 

Figure 5 shows the number of level of satisfaction achieved 

by the participant in using the mobile application during 

evaluation. It is clear that 70% of participants are having low 

satisfaction towards the application and felt that the 

application failed to deliver many requirements deaf people 

are needing. Besides that, application evaluated are also rated 

very difficult to be used by deaf people and many usability 

issues in terms of navigation and interface needed to be 

resolved. 
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Figure 5: Satisfaction level 

E. Overall Usability Score 

The mean score for the overall system usability with major 

usability dimension from the developed model is given in 

Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6: Overall usability level 

Figure 6 shows overall usability score of the DeafWorld 

mobile application with 82% rare efficiency. However, it is 

observed that other dimension scores 54% and below. The 

lowest usability is recorded in Interface Styling where the 

layout of the application which seems dull and unattractive 

for the deaf users. While 47% scores for learnability shows 

the application is difficult for the deaf to use and it is the 

reason on why the total time taken is higher for some tasks. 

This shows that the overall usability of the Deaf World is low 

in satisfaction and there is room for improvement to 

improvise better and serve the deaf community. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Usability evaluation for the deaf are very crucial since their 

requirements for mobile application are different than for 

non-disabled people. Identifying their requirements are the 

first and foremost important thing to be considered by the 

developer in ensuring usefulness and continuity of the 

application developed among the community are higher. This 

also shows the lack in the general usability evaluation model 

which unable to identify such requirements related issue for 

this specific people. This paper presents the usability 

evaluation model validation result that was conducted with 

actual deaf participants. The results show that the model are 

able to be used in evaluation of usability of the deaf people 

mobile application. Future studies can incorporate the detail 

usability report by dimensions to further analyze the issue 

related to the deaf. 
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